LOCATION: Kyiv, Ukraine
DATE: 20 April 2017
CHAIR: Logistics Cluster Coordinator

ACTION POINTS:
- For better planning purposes, organizations to share with the Logistics Cluster information on their pipeline in May and June.

PARTICIPANTS:
AICM, WHO, DRC, ICRC, UNICEF, IOM, IMC

AGENDA:
1. Logistics Cluster update on common services (March - April)
2. Access to NGCA/Convoy constraints
3. Logistics Cluster activity 2017-2018
4. Pipeline for April-May
5. AOB

1. Logistics Cluster update on common services (March - April)
   - Logistics Cluster provided an update on convoy operations: three convoys with a total of **60.99 MT/328 m³** of Health and WASH cargo were facilitated during the period from 9 March to 19 April 2017.
   - Partners were informed that the warehouse in Dnipro accepted the following on behalf of IOM and UNHCR:
     - Stock received: 132 m³
     - Stock dispatched: 32 m³
     - Stock end of month: 642 m³

2. Access to NGCA/Convoy constraints
   - Participants were briefed about the improved situation regarding access to NGCA and less constraints at check points so partners are encouraged to submit their SRFs for future deliveries.
   - Logistics cluster informed that the Donetsk team plans to conduct the route assessment Donetsk- Luhansk via Krasniy Luch (Debaltseve area) Donetsk team will hold a general meeting with check point staff at both LPR and DPR check points to discuss and clarify procedures, and issues concerning the upcoming convoys. The results of the route assessment will be posted on the web site www.logcluster.org/ops/ukr15a.
   - One of the partners informed that the government is working on the amendment of the Decree “On approval of the procedure for transfer of goods to or from NGCA with the list of allowed items to be transported through the contact line by private individuals”.
   - International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) has shared with Logistics Cluster and other partners its best practices on LPR border crossing. ICRC coordinates with the convoy and as soon as it crosses the DPR check point
a representative is sent to the LPR check point with the soft copy of documents to be submitted to the Fiscal services before the actual convoy with the cargo reaches the check point. Based on the experience of ICRC it speeded the process of cargo clearance which sometimes can take too long due to the lack of capacity and administration staff at check points. They also clarified that according to the procedure, the LPR authority representative has to follow the convoy from DPR check point to LPR check point by its own means unlike the common practice of joining the convoy leaders.

3. Logistics Cluster activity in 2017-2018

- The Logistics Cluster informed the partners that it provided its input into Transit Interim Country Strategic Plan (T- ICSP) for 2018 which outlines the actions of WFP, the Government of Ukraine and UN partners, as well as the focus on four Strategic Outcomes. The Logistics cluster is involved in Outcome 4: the humanitarian community in Ukraine receives technical expertise, services and infrastructure in the areas of emergency coordination, Logistics and supply chain.

- The inclusion of cluster activities in the T-ICSP does not confirm that Logistics cluster will operate in 2018. The current funding situation, if expected donation is confirmed, will allow its operation till October 2017 considering that the common logistics services will be provided at no charge for the partners. The continuation of the operation in 2017 is a matter of approval by the Resident coordinator and Humanitarian Country Team and will depend greatly on the funding situation. Current shortfall is 400 000 USD to continue full operation till the end of 2017.

4. Pipeline for April-May

- The following 2 convoys are planned for the April-May (27 April and 4th of May):
  - UNHCR cargo to Luhansk – 27th April
  - UNHCR cargo to Luhansk – 4th May
  - IOM cargo to Donetsk - date TBD
  - UNHCR cargo to Donetsk – date TBD
5. AOB

- The partners are informed that the LCA (Logistics Capacity Assessment) report is being updated by the Logistics Cluster team. The updated version is expected towards the end of May and will be published on [http://dlca.logcluster.org/display/public/DLCA/Ukraine](http://dlca.logcluster.org/display/public/DLCA/Ukraine).
- Together with partners, Logistics Cluster discussed the issue of chlorine contamination in the area of Avdiivka. This presented a considerable threat during the last shelling in mid-December 2016. Another occurring risk is water shortage emerged after the water supply channels have been damaged by shell fire. According to the estimations it could impact approximately 600,000 people from both sides of the contact line up to south region including Donetsk and Mariupol and heighten the risk of water-borne disease. Thus due to this Mariupol is currently providing its population with water from the storage reservoirs with the remaining 6-month stock.
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